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The spectrum of a one-velocity transport operator with Maxwell boundary
condition is discussed in L1 space. First, it is proved that the spectrum of a
streaming operator associated with the transport operator consists of infinitely
isolated eigenvalues, each of which is simple; furthermore, a formula for computa-
tion of these eigenvalues is obtained. Second, it is proved that the essential
spectrum of the transport operator is empty and it is pointed out that the dominant
eigenvalue of the transport operator exists. Finally, a necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of a complex eigenvalue of the transport operator in a
right half plane is given. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In a homogeneous sphere medium with spherical symmetry and isotropi-
 .cal scattering, the one-particle distribution function f r, m, t satisfies the
following transport equation,
­ ­f 1 y m2 ­f cS 1
f r , m , t s ym y y Sf q f r , m9, t dm9, .  .H
­ t ­ r r ­m 2 y1
1 .
w x w xwhere r g S s 0, R , m g V s y1, 1 , t G 0, and R is the radius of the
sphere. Both S and c are positive constants.
 .It is well known that properties of a solution for Eq. 1 are closely
relevant to the spectral distribution of the transport operator defined by
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 . w xthe right half side of Eq. 1 . J. Lehner 3 discussed the spectrum of the
transport operator with free boundary condition in L2 space. It was proved
that the spectrum of the transport operator with free boundary condition
 .denoted by A consists of at most countable eigenvalues, each of which0
w x w xhas finite algebraic multiplicity. R. Van Norton 6 and S. Ukai 5 pointed
out that there exist countable infinite real eigenvalues of A diverging to0
minus infinite and that there exists no complex eigenvalue of A in the0
right hand plane Re l ) yS. Because every eigenfunction of A is an0
L`-function, it is not difficult to see that these results can be expanded to
p  .L -space 1 F p - q` .
In practice, a transport equation with Maxwell boundary condition is to
some extend more important than that with free boundary condition. So,
the following integral boundary condition of Maxwell type
1
< <m f R , m , t s am9f R , m9, t dm9 y1 F m - 0, t G 0 2 .  .  .  .H
0
 xis considered in this paper, where a g 0, 1 is the scattering coefficient on
 .the boundary of the sphere. Equation 2 becomes the free boundary
condition if a s 0.
Spectral results of a transport operator with Maxwell boundary condi-
w xtion are scarce. We should mention here that Zhang and Liang 8 have
made a systematic study of the spectrum for the slab geometric transport
operator with Maxwell boundary condition.
In the first part of this paper, the spectrum of the so-called streaming
operator is observed. It is shown that the spectrum of the streaming
operator is an infinitely countable set, each element of which is an
eigenvalue whose geometric multiplicity and algebraic multiplicity are
equal to one. Further, a formula for computation of these eigenvalues is
found. By means of this formula, it is pointed out that all eigenvalues
except for one are complex. The second part of this paper is devoted to
discussing the spectral properties of the transport operator with Maxwell
boundary condition; the main result is a necessary and sufficient condition
for the existence of a complex eigenvalue in the right half plane Re l )
yS.
This paper gives an answer to an open question proposed by P. F.
w xZweifel et al. 9 in ``The 7th International Conference on Transport
 .Theory,'' Texas, 1981 .
In consideration of the physical significance of the distribution function
 . 1 2 .  1f r, m, t , we choose L G, r dr dm a weighted L space with weight
2 . w x w xfunction r as the state space, where G s 0, R = y1, 1 . From the
 . < <  .physical significance of f r, m, t , we know that the function m f R, m, t
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 . 1 < < .  . < 2is m-integrable on V, i.e., f R, m, t g L V, m dm . Let D s x, y x
2 2 4q y F R , y G 0 and introduce the transformation
2’x s rm , y s r 1 y m r g S, m g V . 3 .  .
 .It is easy to show that transformation 3 is one-to-one from G onto D.
 . 1 1 2 .By 3 an isometry J from the weighted L space L G, r dr dm onto
1 .L D, y dx dy can be constructed as
J : L1 G, r 2 dr dm ª L1 D , y dx dy . .
x
2 2’f x , y s Jf x , y s f x q y , , .  .  .
2 2 /’x q y
f g L1 G, r 2 dr dm . .
 .Under the isometry J, the transport equation 1 and the Maxwell
 .boundary condition 2 are transformed into
r­ ­ f cS
2 2’f x , y , t s y y S f x , y , t q f x9, r y x9 , t dx9 4 .  .  . .H
­ t ­ x 2 r yr
2 2’r s x q y , x , y g D , t G 0 .
y a y y9R2 2 2 2’ ’f y R y y , y , t s f R y y9 , y9, t dy9.H /  /2 22 2R R0 ’R R y y
5 .
Define linear operators B , K, A asa a
B : L1 D , y dx dy ª L1 D , y dx dy ; .  .a
­ f
B f x , y s y y S f x , y . .  .  .a ­ x
 .  < 1 .D B s f f and ­ fr­ x belong to L D, y dx dy such thata
2 2 1 2 .   . .’f " R y y , y belong to L S, yrR dy and satisfies the boundary
 .4condition 5 .
K: L1 D , y dx dy ª L1 D , y dx dy ; .  .
rcS
2 2’K f x , y s f x9, r y x9 dx9 .  .  .H2 r yr
D K s L1 D , y dx dy .  .
A s B q K, D A s D B . .  .a a a a
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B is the streaming operator, K is the collision operator, and A is thea a
transport operator, where a is the scattering coefficient on the boundary.
1 .In this paper, denote L D, y dx dy by X and its norm is
5 5f s f x , y y dx dy. .H
D
1  2 . .Denote L S, yrR dy by Y and its norm is
y
5 5g s g y dy. .H 2RS
Both X and Y are Banach spaces. If T is a linear operator from X to X,
 .  .  .  .then s T , s T , P T , and r T represent the spectrum, the essentialess s
spectrum, the eigenvalue spectrum, and the spectral radius of T , respec-
 .  .tively; N T and R T represent the null space and the range of T ,
respectively.
2. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF THE STREAMING
OPERATOR Ba
Define two linear integral operators as follows for every complex num-
ber l,
M : Y ª Y ;a , l
a y9R 2 2’y2 lqS. R yy 9M f y s e f y9 dy9 .  .  .Ha , l 2 20 ’R R y y
H : X ª Y ;a , l
H g y .  .a , l
2 2 a y9R 2 2’R yy9 .’y lqS. R yy 9 yx 9s dy9 e g x9, y9 dx9. .H H 2 22 2’0 y R yy9 ’R R y y
LEMMA 1. For any l g C, both M and H are bounded lineara , l a , l
operators. Furthermore, if Re l ) yS, then
a
5 5 5 5M F a , H F , r M - a . .a , l a , l a , l2R
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Proof. For any f g Y
y a y9R R 2 2’y2 lqS. R yy 95 5M f s e f y9 dy9 dy .H Ha , l 2 2 2R0 0 ’R R y y
a y y9R R 2 2’y2 Re lqS. R yy 9F dy e f y9 dy9 .H H 22 2 R0 0’R R y y
y9R 2 2’y2 Re lqS. R yy 9s a e f y9 dy9. .H 2R0
If Re l ) yS, then
y9R
5 5 5 5M f - a f y9 dy9 s a f . .Ha , l 2R0
Hence
5 5M F a .a , l
If Re l F S, then
y9Ry2 Re lqS.R y2Re lqS.R5 5 5 5M f F a e f y9 dy9 s a e f . .Ha , l 2R0
Hence
5 5 y2 Re lqS.RM F a e .a , l
Similarly, for Re l ) yS, and f g Y,
y0R 2 2  .’2 2 y2 R yy 0 Re lqS5 5M f F a e dy0Ha , l 2 2 /0 ’R R y y0
y9R 2 2  .’y2 R yy 9 Re lqS= e f y9 dy9 .H 2 /R0
1 y ey2 Re lqS.R
2 5 5F a f .
2 Re l q S R .
That is,
1 y ey2 Re lqS.R
2 25 5M F a .a , l 2 Re l q S R .
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Hence
y2 Re lqS.R1 y e1r225 5r M F M F a - a . . (a , l a , l 2 Re l q S R .
The assertion about H can be proved by a similar way.a , l
LEMMA 2. For any l g C, M is compact.a , l
Proof. In fact, M is a one-dimensional linear operator.a , l
LEMMA 3. For any l g C,
a 1 y ey2 lqS.R
 4s M _ 0 s . .a , l  52 l q S R .
Furthermore,
a 1 y ey2 lqS.R .
2 l q S R .
is an eigen¨alue of the operator M , wherea , l
y2 lqS.Ra 1 y e .
s a .
2 l q S R . lsyS
Proof. M is a compact operator by Lemma 2, hence, any nonzeroa , l
w xspectral point of M must be an eigenvalue 4 . Now, suppose z ga , l
 .  4  .s M _ 0 , then there exists an f g Y such that f / 0 and zf y sa , l
 . .M f y . That is,a , l
aR y9R 2 2’y2 lqS. R yy 9zf y s e f y9 dy9. 6 .  .  .H 22 2 R0’R y y
2 2’y2 lqS. R yy 2 .  .Multiply both sides of Eq. 6 by e yrR , then integrate
it from 0 to R about y. We obtain
y a yR R2 2 2 2’ ’y2 lqS. R yy y2lqS. R yyz e f y dy s e dy .H H2 2 2 /R0 0 ’R R y y
y9R 2 2’y2 lqS. R yy 9= e f y9 dy9 . .H 2 /R0
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Hence,
y2 lqS.Ry a 1 y e .R 2 2’y2 lqS. R yyz s a e dy s .H 2 2 2 l q S R .0 ’R R y y
 y2 lqS.R.  .On the other hand, if z s a 1 y e r2 l q S R, it is easy to
2 2 .  .  . .’verify that f y s 1r R y y satisfies zf x s M f y , i.e., z is ana , l
eigenvalue of M .a , l
THEOREM 1. The resol¨ ent set and spectrum of the streaming operator Ba
satisfy
 .  .  < i r B s l g C Re l ) yS, or Re l F yS such that a 1 ya
y2 lqS.R.  . 4e r2 l q S R / 1 ;
 .  .  .  < ii s B s P B s l g C Re l F S, such that a 1 ya s a
y2 lqS.R.  . 4e r2 l q S R s 1 .
 .Moreo¨er, each l g s B is an isolated simple eigen¨alue of B .a a
 .Proof. i For any l g C and g g X, the formal solution of the
 .operator equation lI y B f s g isa
2 2 .’y lqS. xq R yy 2 2’f x , y s e f y R y y , y .  /
x
y lqS. xyx 9.q e g x9, y dx9. .H
2 2’y R yy
 .  .Since f x, y satisfies the boundary condition 5 , it is easy to verify that
2 2 .’f y R y y , y satisfies
f y s M f y q H g y . 7 .  .  .  .  .  .a , l a , l
 .  .For Re l ) yS, r M - a F 1 by Lemma 1, hence 1 g r M . Fora , l a , l
 y2 lqS.R.  .  .Re l F yS satisfying a 1 y e r2 l q S R / 1, 1 g r M bya , l
2 2 .  .’Lemma 3. In this case, f y R y y , y is the unique solution of Eq. 7 .
 .y1This shows that lI y B exists and is defined on X. Furthermore, thea
 .  .unique solution f x, y of equation lI y B f s g can be represented bya
w x4
2 2 y1.’y lqS. xq R yyf x , y s e I y M H g x , y .  .  .a , l a , l
x
y lqS. xyx 9.q e g x9, y dx9. .H
2 2’y R yy
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By some computation, we obtain
1y1 y135 5 5 5 5 5f s lI y B g F 2 R I y M H q g . .  .a a , l a , l 5Re l q S
 .y1This shows that lI y B is a bounded linear operator. Hence,a
<r B > l g C Re l ) yS , or Re l F yS such that .a 
a 1 y ey2 lqS.R .
/ 1 .52 l q S R .
On the other hand, if Re l F yS and
a 1 y ey2 lqS.R .
s 1
2 l q S R .
then it is easy to show that the function
aR2 2 .’y lqS. xq R yyf x , y s e .
2 2’R y y
 .  .  .belongs to D B such that lI y B f s 0. That is, l g P B , hence,a a s a
we have
<r B s l g C Re l ) yS , or Re l F yS such that .a 
a 1 y ey2 lqS.R .
/ 1 .52 l q S R .
 .  .ii From the proof of i , we know that
s B .a
a 1 y ey2 lqS.R .
<s P B s l g C Re l F yS such that s 1 . .s a  52 l q S R .
 .  .  4Now, let l g P B , then there exists an f g D B _ 0 such thats a a
 .lI y B f s 0. Hencea
2 2 .’y lqS. xq R yy 2 2’f x , y s e f y R y y , y . .  /
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 .  .Since f x, y verifies the boundary condition 5 , we obtain
y a y y9R2 2 2 2’ ’f y R y y , y s f R y y9 , y9 dy9H /  /2 22 2R R0 ’R R y y
la y
s ,
2 2’R R y y
R 2 2 2 .  .’where l s H y9rR f R y y9 , y9 dy9 / 0.0
This shows that the geometric multiplicity of l is equal to one, or
expressed by
dim N lI y B s 1, .a
aR2 2 .’y lqS. xq R yyN lI y B s span e . 8 .  .a  52 2’R y y
 .2 .  .  .Now, suppose f g N lI y B , then lI y B f g N lI y B .a a a
 .From 8 we know that there exists a complex number l such that
laR2 2 .’y lqS. xq R yylI y B f s e . .a 2 2’R y y
So, we obtain
2 2 .’y lqS. xq R yy 2 2’f x , y s e f y R y y , y .  /
x laR 2 2 .’y lqS. xyx 9. ylqS. x 9q R yyq e e dx9H 2 22 2’y R yy ’R y y
2 2 .’y lqS. xq R yys e
=
laR
2 2 2 2’ ’f y R y y , y q x q R y y . /  / 2 2’R y y
2 2’Let x s R y y , then
2 2’2 2 y2lqS. R yy 2 2’ ’f R y y , y s e f y R y y , y q 2 lRa . /  /
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2 2’2 2 y2lqS. R yy 2 2 .  . w  .’ ’Substitute f R y y , y in 5 with e f y R y y , y
xq 2 laR and we have
y a y y9R 2 2’2 2 y2lqS. R yy 9’f y R y y , y s eH /2 22 2R R0 ’R R y y
= 2 2’f y R y y9 , y9 q 2 lRa dy9. /
2 2’y lqS. R yyMultiply both sides of the above equation by e , then
integrate it from 0 to R about y. We obtain
2 la R 2 2’y2 lqS. R yy 9y9e dy9 s 0.HR 0
If l verifies
a 1 y ey2 lqS.R .
s 1
2 l q S R .
then
R 2 2’y2 lqS. R yy 9y9e dy9 / 0.H
0
 .So l s 0, that is, lI y B f s 0. Hence, we have proved thata
2N lI y B s N lI y B . 9 .  .  . .a a
Finally, we prove that for l satisfying
a 1 y ey2 lqS.R .
s 1
2 l q S R .
we have
2R lI y B s R lI y B . 10 .  .  . .a a
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 .  .Suppose g g R lI y B , then there exists a f g D B such thata a
 .lI y B f s g. By complicated computation we know that the functiona
Ra2 2 .’y lqS. xq R yyf x , y s e .
2 2’R y y
x
y lqS. xyx 9.q e f x9, y dx9 .H
2 2’y R yy
lRa2 2 .’2 2 ylqS. xq R yy’q x q R y y e / 2 2’R y y
 2 .  .2belongs to D B and satisfies lI y B f s g, wherea a
2 2y l q S y . R 2 2’R yy .’y lqS. R yy yxl s dy e f x , y dx .H H 22 21 y a q 2 l q S R R . ’0 y R yy
if l / yS .
and
2 21 yR ’R yy
l s y dy f x , y dx .H H 22 2R R’0 y R yy
if l s yS , in this case a must be 1 . .
 .2 .  .  .2 .So g g R lI y B , and this proves that R lI y B ; R lI y B .a a a
 .2 .  .  .But R lI y B ; R lI y B is obvious, hence 10 is verified.a a
 .  .  . w x  .From 8 9 , 10 , and 4 , we know that each l g P B is an isolateds a
simple eigenvalue.
 xLEMMA 4. If a g 0, 1 , then
 . z  .i The equation e s 1 q 1ra z has infinitely many conjugate com-
plex roots. Further, there exists a unique root of the equation in each of the
following two kinds of bands:
4kp q p
Re z ) ln , /2a
p
2kp - Im z - 2kp q k s 1, 2, 3, . . . .
2
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and
4kp y p p
Re z ) ln , 2kp y - Im z - 2kp k s y1, y2, y3, . . . . .
2a 2
 . z  .ii If a s 1, then the equation e s 1 q 1ra z has a unique real
z  .root z s 0; and if 0 - a - 1, then e s 1 q 1ra z has two real roots
z s 0 and z s l , where l is a positi¨ e constant larger than yln a .1 2 0 0
Proof.
 .i We only need to show that there exists a unique root of the
z  .equation e s 1 q 1ra z in each of the bands 2kp - Im z - 2kp q pr2
 . .  .and Re z ) ln 4kp q p r2a k s 1, 2, 3, . . . . Let z s b q it , then z is
z  .  .a root of e s 1 q 1ra z if and only if b , t is a solution of the
equation
1¡
be cos t s 1 q b
a~ 11 .1
be sin t s t .¢
a
By methods of calculus, it is not difficult to show that there exists a
 .  . .unique solution of 11 satisfying b ) ln 4kp q p r2a and 2kp - t -
2kp q pr2 for each k s 1, 2, 3, . . . .
 .  . xii Since the function f x s e y 1 y x is strictly increasing on
w .  x  .  .0, q` and strictly decreasing on y`, 0 , further, f 0 s 0. Hence, f x
z s 0 if and only if x s 0. That is, e s 1 q 1ra , z has a unique root
z s 0 for a s 1.
Similarly, we can manage the case 0 - a - 1.
From Theorem 1 and Lemma 4, we get
THEOREM 2.
 .i The streaming operator B has infinitely many conjugate complexa
eigen¨alues. Furthermore, there exists a unique complex eigen¨alue in each of
the following two kinds of bands
1 4kp q p
Re l - yS y ln , /2 R 2a
p
y1 y1R kp - Im l - R kp q k s 1, 2, 3, . . . . /4
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and
1 4kp y p
Re l - yS y ln ,
2 R 2a
p
y1 y1R kp y - Im l - R kp k s y1, y2, y3, . . . . . /4
 .ii If a s 1, then B has only one real eigen¨alue l s yS.a
 . ii If 0 - a - 1, then B has only one real eigen¨alue l s y S qa
.l r2 R .0
 .  .iv s B s F.ess a
3. SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF THE TRANSPORT
OPERATOR Aa
Define two linear operators as
x
y lqS. xyx 9.P : X ª X ; P f x , y s e f x9, y dx9 .  .  .Hl l
2 2’y R yy
2 2 .’y lqS. xq R yyR : Y ª X ; R f x , y s e f y . .  .  .l l
It is not difficult to show that P and R are bounded linear operatorsl l
for any complex l. Moreover, if Re l ) yS, then
1 R2
5 5 5 5P F , R F .l lRe l q S Re l q S
From the above discussion, we get
y1 y1
lI y B s R I y M H q P , l g r B . 12 .  .  .  .a l a , l a , l l a
 .2LEMMA 5. For any complex number l, both KR H and KP arel a , l l
weakly compact operators on X.
Proof. By some computation, we know that KR H is the integrall a , l
operator
2 2R ’R yy9
KR H f x , y s dy9 K x , y ; x9, y9 f x9, y9 dx9, .  .  .  .H Hl a , l a , l
2 2’0 y R yy9
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where
K x , y ; x9, y9 .a , l
rcS a y92 2 2 2 2 .’ ’y lqS. R yy qz q R yy 9 qzyx 9s e dz ,H 2 2 2’2 r yr R R y r q z
2 2’r s x q y .
 .  .Defining G: D ª X ; G x9, y9 s K x, y; x9, y9 , then for Re l G ySa , l
we have
2 2R ’R yy
max G x9, y9 s max K x , y ; x9, y9 F y dy .  . H Ha , l
2 2 .  .x 9 , y9 gD x 9 , y9 gD ’0 y R yy




2 2 2 /’R R y r q z
2 2 2 2cS aRR ’ ’R yy x qyF y dy dz dxH H H2 2 2 22 2 2 2 /’’ ’0 y R yy y x qy’2 x q y R R y r
y dy2 2R ’R yxF acS dx .H H 2 2 2yR 0 ’R y x y y
For Re l - yS, we get by a similar method that
y dy2 2R ’R yxy4 Re lqS.Rmax G x9, y9 F acSe dx . . H H 2 2 2 .x 9 , y9 gD yR 0 ’R y x y y
So, we have for any l
max G x9, y9 F C l , 13 .  .  .
 .where C l is a positive constant.
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On the other hand, let E ; D be measurable, then
y G x9, y9 dx dy .H
E
2 2cS dz’x qy 4 <Re lqS < RF e y dx dyH H2 2 2 22 2 /’’E y x qy’2 x q y R y r
y
4 <Re lqS < Rs cSe dx dy.H 2 2 2E ’R y x y y
2 2 2’Since, 1r R y x y y g X, we have
lim max y G x9, y9 dx dy s 0. 14 .  .H
mEª0 E
 .  . w xFrom 13 , 14 , and 1 , we know that KR H is weakly compact forl a , l
each complex number l.
Now let,
r
1 2 2’V: X ª L S, r dr ; Vf r s f z , r y z dz .  .  .  .H
yr
Q: L1 S, r dr ª X ; .
1
2 2 1’Q f x , y s f x q y , f g L S, r dr . .  .  . /2 2’2 x q y
5 5 5 5Then V and Q are bounded linear operators such that V s Q s 1.
1 . 1 .Obviously, K s cSQV, and cSVP Q: L S, r dr ª L S, r dr is a boundedl
linear operator for each l and can be represented by
cSVP Q f r s L r , r 9 f r 9 dr9, f g L1 S, r dr , .  .  .  .  .Hl l
S
where
cS dsrqr 9 y lqS. sL r , r 9 s e . . Hl 2 s< <ryr 9
It is similar to the above procedure that we can show the weak
 .2compactness of cSVP Q. Hence, KP is weakly compact for each l.l l
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LEMMA 6.
 .  y2 lqS.R.  .i If a 1 y e r2 l q S R / 1, then
2 l q S .y1I y M s I q M . .a , l a , ly2lqS.R2 l q S R y a 1 y e .  .
 .ii For any l g C,
a 1 y ey2 lqS.R .
M H s H .a , l a , l a , l2 l q S R .
Proof.
 .i In fact
a 1 y ey2 lqS.R .
2M s M ,a , l a , l2 l q S R .
 .hence i is valid.
 .ii We can obtain this result by some direct computation.
 y2 lqS.R.  .THEOREM 3. If a 1 y e r2 l q S R / 1, then the operator
w  .y1 x4K lI y B is compact.a
 y2 lqS.R.  .  .Proof. If a 1 y e r2 l q S R / 1, then we obtain by 12
and Lemma 6 that
2y1 22K lI y B s l KR H q l KR H KP .  .  .  .a l a , l l a , l l
2q l KP KR H q KR , .  .  .l l a , l l
where
2 l q S R .
l s .y2 lqS.R2 l q S R y a 1 y c .  .
w  .y1 x2From Lemma 5, we know that K lI y B is weakly compact,a
w  .y1 x4 w xhence K lI y B is compact 1 .a
 .THEOREM 4. s A s F. That is, each of the spectral points of A isess a a
an isolated eigen¨alue with finite algebraic multiplicity.
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5 5 5 5Proof. By Lemma 1, Lemma 6, and the estimations of R and P ,l l
we get for real l
2 Ra 1y1 5 5K lI y B F q K . .a y2lqS.R l q S2 l q S R y a 1 y e .  .
5  .y1 5Hence, we have K lI y B - 1 for l large enough. From Theo-a
w x  .  .rem 3 and 7 , we know that s A s s B s F.ess a ess a
Remark. In fact, we can show that the transport operator A generatesa
an irreducibly positive C -semigroup in the Banach lattice X. As a conse-0
quence, we can prove the existence of the dominant eigenvalue of the
transport operator A . Since the proof is very tedious, we leave it out here.a
In the following, the existence of a complex eigenvalue l of A satisfy-a
ing Re l ) yS is observed.
 y2 lqS.R.  .LEMMA 7. If a 1 y e r2 l q S R / 1, then
Ry1cSVR I y M H Q f r s D r , r 9 f r 9 dr9, .  .  .  . . Hl a , l a , l a , l
0
f g L1 S, r dr , .
where
acS l q S .
D r , r 9 s .a , l y2lqS.R2 l q S y a 1 y e .  .
=
r dz2 2 2’y lqS. R yr qzeH 2 2 2 /’yr R y r q z
r 9 2 2 2’ .ylqS. z 9q R yr 9 qz 9= e dz9 , r , r 9gS.H /yr 9
Denote the streaming operator and the transport operator by B and A for0 0
w x  .  .y1a s 0. From 3, 6 , we know that s B s F and lI y B s P .0 0 l
Moreo¨er, the following lemma is ¨alid.
LEMMA 8.
 .  .  .i l g P A if and only if 1 g P cSVP Q ;s 0 s l
 .ii Each spectral point of A distributed in the half plane Re l ) yS0
is real;
 .  .  .  .iii s A s P A and s A s F.0 s 0 ess 0
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w xBy a similar method used in 3 , we can pro¨e the following lemma.
 y2 lqS.R.  .  .LEMMA 9. If a 1 y e r2 l q S R / 1, then l g P A ifs a
  .y1 .and only if 1 g P cSV lI y B Q .s a
 .y1From Lemma 7, we know that cSVR I y M H Q is a degener-l a , l a , l
ated one-dimensional operator and can be expressed by
y1 1 :cSVR I y M H Q f s f , e h , f g L S, r dr , 15 .  .  .l a , l a , l
where
acS l q S .
e r s . y2 lqS.R2 l q S R y a 1 y e .  .
=
r 1 2 2 2’ .ylqS. z 9q R yr qz 9e dz9,H ryr
r dz2 2 2’ .ylqS. zq R yr qzh r s e . H 2 2 2’yr R y r q z
 . ` .  . 1 .and e r g L S, dr , h r g L S, r dr , and
R :f , e s f r e r dr . .  .H
0
THEOREM 5. Suppose Re l ) yS and Im l / 0, then l is an eigen-
¨alue of the transport operator A if and only ifa
R y2 lqS.RacS l q S m r f r dr s a 1 y e y 2 l q S R , .  .  .  .  .H l l
0
where
r 2 2 2’ .ylqS. xq R yr qxm r s e dx , . Hl
yr
 .and f r is the unique solution of the integral equationl
cS ds dsR rqr 9 Rqry lqS. s ylqS. sf r s e f r 9 dr9 y e . .  .H H Hl l /2 s s< <0 ryr 9 Ryr
 .Proof. We get by 12
y1 y1cSV lI y B Q s cSVP Q q cSVR I y M H Q. .  .a l l a , l a , l
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 .y1Hence, cSV lI y B Q is the perturbation of cSVP Q by the one-a l
 .y1  . w xdimensional operator cSVR I y M H Q. From 15 and 2 , wel a , l a , l
obtain the W y A determinant associated with cSVP Q and cSVR I yl l
.y1M H Q asa , l a , l
y1
v j s 1 q cSVP Q y j I h , e , j g r cSVP Q . 16 .  .  .  . :l l
 .Let w j be a meromorphic function on complex plane and define an
 .integer-valued function n j ; w as
k if j is a zero of w of order k ,¡~yk if j is a pole of w of order k ,n j ; w s . ¢0 if j is neither a zero nor a pole of w j . .
Suppose T is a linear operator from X to X and define an integer-val-
 .ued function n j ; T as
¡0 if j g r T , .
~dim P if j g s T _ s T , .  .n j ; T s . ess¢q` if j g s T , .ess
where P is the eigen-projection corresponding to the eigenvalue j .
w xThen from the above discussion and the W y A formula 2 , we obtain
y1
n 1; cSV lI y B Q s n 1; cSVP Q q n 1, v . .  .  . .a l
 .From Lemma 8, we know that 1 g r cSVP Q for Re l ) yS andl
 .Im l / 0, i.e., n 1; cSVP Q s 0. Hence,l
y1
n 1; cSV lI y B Q s n 1, v . .  . .a
 .From this formula and Lemma 9, we know that 1 g P A if and only ifs a
 .  .v 1 s 0. From 16 , this is equivalent to
y1cSVP Q y I h , e s y1. . :l
 .y1  .  .Denote cSVP Q y I h r by f r , then the above formula is equivalentl l
to
R y2 lqS.RacS l q S m r f r dr s a 1 y e y 2 l q S R , .  .  .  .  .H l l
0
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where
r 2 2 2’ .ylqS. xq R yr qxm r s e dx . Hl
yr
 .  .  .  .  .and f r satisfies f r s cSVP Q f r y h r .l l l l
2 2 2’  .Setting s s z q R y r q z in the expression of h r , and in consid-
 .eration of the proof of Lemma 5, we know that f r is the unique solutionl
of the integral equation
cS ds dsR rqr 9 Rqry lqS. s ylqS. sf r s e f r 9 dr9 y e . .  .H H Hl l /2 s s< <0 ryr 9 Ryr
This completes the proof.
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